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Want to calculate the probability that an event will happen? Be able to spot fake data?
Prove beyond doubt whether one thing causes another? Or learn to be a better
gambler? You can do that and much more with 75 practical and fun hacks packed into
Statistics Hacks. These cool tips, tricks, and mind-boggling solutions from the world of
statistics, measurement, and research methods will not only amaze and entertain you,
but will give you an advantage in several real-world situations-including business. This
book is ideal for anyone who likes puzzles, brainteasers, games, gambling, magic
tricks, and those who want to apply math and science to everyday circumstances.
Several hacks in the first chapter alone-such as the "central limit theorem,", which
allows you to know everything by knowing just a little-serve as sound approaches for
marketing and other business objectives. Using the tools of inferential statistics, you
can understand the way probability works, discover relationships, predict events with
uncanny accuracy, and even make a little money with a well-placed wager here and
there. Statistics Hacks presents useful techniques from statistics, educational and
psychological measurement, and experimental research to help you solve a variety of
problems in business, games, and life. You'll learn how to: Play smart when you play
Texas Hold 'Em, blackjack, roulette, dice games, or even the lottery Design your own
winnable bar bets to make money and amaze your friends Predict the outcomes of
baseball games, know when to "go for two" in football, and anticipate the winners of
other sporting events with surprising accuracy Demystify amazing coincidences and
distinguish the truly random from the only seemingly random--even keep your iPod's
"random" shuffle honest Spot fraudulent data, detect plagiarism, and break codes How
to isolate the effects of observation on the thing observed Whether you're a statistics
enthusiast who does calculations in your sleep or a civilian who is entertained by clever
solutions to interesting problems, Statistics Hacks has tools to give you an edge over
the world's slim odds.
In 2000, an unknown attacker brought down the websites of Amazon, CNN, Dell, ETRADE, eBay, and Yahoo!, inciting panic from Silicon Valley to the White House. The
FBI, police, and independent security experts launched a manhunt as President Clinton
convened a cyber security summit to discuss how best to protect America's information
infrastructure from future attacks. Then, after hundreds of hours of wiretapping, law
enforcement officials executed a late-night raid and came face-to-face with the most
wanted man in cyberspace: a fifteen-year-old whose username was “Mafiaboy.”
Despite requests from every major media outlet, that young man, Michael Calce, has
never spoken publicly about his crimes—until now. Equal parts true-crime thriller and
exposé, Mafiaboy will take you on an electrifying tour of the fast-evolving twenty-firstcentury world of hacking—from disruptions caused by teens like Calce to organized
crime and other efforts with potentially catastrophic results. It also includes a guide to
protecting yourself online.
If you’re striving to make products and services that your customers will love, then
you’ll need a customer-driven organization. As companies transform their businesses
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to meet the demands of the digital age, they find themselves grappling with uniquely
human challenges. Organizational knowledge becomes siloed, employees move to
safeguard their expertise, and customer data creates polarization and infighting
between teams. All of these challenges widen the distance between the people who
make your products and the customers who use them. To meet today’s challenges,
companies need to do more than build processes for customer-driven products. They
need to create a customer-driven culture. With the help of his friend and mentor Monty
Hammontree, Travis Lowdermilk takes readers through the cultural transformation of
the Developer Division at Microsoft. This book shows readers how to "hack" their
culture and reduce the distance between them and their customers’ needs. It’s a
uniquely personal story that’s told amidst a cultural revolution at one of the largest
software companies in the world. This story acts as your guide. You’ll learn how to:
Establish a Common Language: Help employees change their thinking and actions
Build Bridges, Not Walls: Treat product building as a team sport Encourage Learning
Versus Knowing: Help your team understand their customers Build Leaders That Build
Your Culture: Showcase star employees to inspire others Meet Teams Where They
Are: Make it easy for teams to to adopt vital behavior changes Make Data Relatable:
Move beyond numbers and focus on empathizing with customers
A working mother of six, who has homeschooled her own children for years, shows how
any family can do it, with customized plans for every schedule, lifestyle, and
educational goal. As kids across the country start the school year on Zoom—and
possibly finish it there, too—more and more parents are wondering if homeschooling is
the answer. But many fear they won’t be able to juggle it on top of their own jobs and
obligations. Luckily, Linsey Knerl is here to help. As a mother of six and freelance
journalist whose own children learn at home, she’s committed to making homeschool
work for every family who wants it. In Homeschool Hacks, she shares stories of
homeschooling families with different backgrounds and motivations, dispelling the myth
that it’s only for religious folks or stay-at-home parents. And she walks you through a
complete plan for your child’s learning, including: -Sample schedules to create a
flexible framework for your own classroom -Curriculum assessments to discern which
program will best fit their needs and their schedules -Tips for finding—and
navigating—your local the homeschool community -Online resources to continue your
journey through graduation Whether you are considering homeschooling for the long
term, the short term, or the first time, this book has everything you need to become your
kids’ best teacher ever.
A gigantic guide to command blocks, redstone, mods, and more! The Giant Book of
Hacks for Minecrafters teachers Minecrafters everything they need to know about
manipulating and programming command blocks within Minecraft, manipulating
redstone to make amazing contraptions and machines, how to add modifications to
their Minecraft game, and more! Other tips will help gamers: Make their own custom
maps and mini-games Build essential redstone logic gates, loops, and circuits Explore
today’s range of modded Minecraft play, from the must-haves to the fanciful And much,
much more! Packed with expert tips, cheats, and hacks! This guide shows users
exactly how the experts wield command blocks and make fun modifications (like giving
and getting loot and customizing villagers), wield redstone power and build classic and
crazy contraptions (like automatic doors and furnaces, and hidden traps and
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staircases), and keep their games new and exciting with mods (from utilities to fullfledged gameplay extensions and modpacks). Hundreds of screenshots help readers
follow along with each tip, step-by-step, to master the Minecrafting world.
Maybe it was the recent Atari 2600 milestone anniversary that fueled nostalgia for the
golden days of computer and console gaming. Every Game Boy must ponder his roots
from time to time. But whatever is driving the current retro gaming craze, one thing is
certain: classic games are back for a big second act, and they're being played in both
old and new ways. Whether you've just been attacked by Space Invaders for the first
time or you've been a Pong junkie since puberty, Chris Kohler's Retro Gaming Hacks is
the indispensable new guide to playing and hacking classic games. Kohler has
complied tons of how-to information on retro gaming that used to take days or weeks of
web surfing to track down and sort through, and he presents it in the popular and highly
readable Hacks style. Retro Gaming Hacks serves up 85 hard-nosed hacks for reviving
the classic games. Want to game on an original system? Kohler shows you how to hack
ancient hardware, and includes a primer for home-brewing classic software. Rather
adapt today's equipment to run retro games? Kohler provides emulation techniques,
complete with instructions for hacking a classic joystick that's compatible with a
contemporary computer. This book also teaches readers to revive old machines for the
original gaming experience: hook up an Apple II or a Commodore 64, for example, and
play it like you played before. A video game journalist and author of Power Up: How
Japanese Video Games Gave the World an Extra Life, Kohler has taught the history of
video games at Tufts University. In Retro Gaming Hacks, he locates the convergence of
classic games and contemporary software, revealing not only how to retrofit classic
games for today's systems, but how to find the golden oldies hidden in contemporary
programs as well. Whether you're looking to recreate the magic of a Robotron
marathon or simply crave a little handheld Donkey Kong, Retro Gaming Hacks shows
you how to set the way-back dial.
When Jay Keyser arrived at MIT in 1977 to head theDepartment of Linguistics
andPhilosophy, he writes, he "felt like a fishthat had been introduced to water for the
first time." AtMIT, acolleague grabbed him by the lapels to discuss dark matter; Noam
Chomsky calledhim "boss"(double SOB spelled backward?); and engaging in
conflictresolution made him feel like "a marriagecounselor trying to reconcile aunion
between a Jehovah's witness and a vampire."In Mens et Mania,Keyserrecounts his
academic and administrative adventures during a career of morethan thirty
years.Keyserdescribes the administrative side of his MIT life, not only as department
headbut also asAssociate Provost and Special Assistant to the Chancellor. Keyserhad
to run a department ("budgetswere like horoscopes") andnegotiate student grievances
-- from thelegality of showing Deep Throat ina dormitory to theuproar caused by the
arrests of students for antiapartheid demonstrations.Keyseralso describes a visiting
Japanese delegation horrified by the disrepairof the linguisticsdepartment offices
(Chomsky tells them "Our motto is:Physically shabby. Intellectually firstclass.");
convincing a studentnot to jump off the roof of the Green Building; and recent attempts
tolook atMIT through a corporate lens. And he explains the special faculty-student
bondat MIT: thefaculty sees the students as themselves thirty years earlier. Keyser
observes that MIT is hard togetinto and even harder to leave, for faculty as well as for
students. Writingabout retirement, Keyserquotes the song Groucho Marx sang in
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AnimalCrackers as he was leaving a party -- "Hello, I mustbegoing." Students famously
say "Tech is hell." Keyser says,"It's been a helluva party." Thisentertaining andthoughtprovoking memoir will make readers glad that Keyser hasn'tquiteleft.
If you are weary of a large house with high property taxes, big utility bills, tons of
maintenance, and too much stuff, you’re definitely not alone! Millions of Americans are
turning to smaller living spaces as a pathway to a happier, stress-reduced life. The
Giant Book of Tiny Homes captures the essence of this downsizing trend by
showcasing homes across a spectrum of styles and locations, each filled with stylish
interiors, ingenious solutions for small-space living, and stories of contented
homeowners. Plus, you’ll get great advice and insights from the growing number of
talented builders and architects who have trained their skills on creating beautiful,
imaginative smaller dwellings. Whether custom-designed for a traditional foundation,
assembled on a moveable trailer, or flat-packed and flown in by helicopter, small
houses are all about “less is more.” If you’re a small house aficionado or simply
considering the possibilities, this book is your inspiration for living large in a small
space!
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A story about young women lovers in Taiwan, their love, struggles and life as different
group of people in the society.
The Big Book of Apple Hacks offers a grab bag of tips, tricks and hacks to get the most
out of Mac OS X Leopard, as well as the new line of iPods, iPhone, and Apple TV. With
125 entirely new hacks presented in step-by-step fashion, this practical book is for
serious Apple computer and gadget users who really want to take control of these
systems. Many of the hacks take you under the hood and show you how to tweak
system preferences, alter or add keyboard shortcuts, mount drives and devices, and
generally do things with your operating system and gadgets that Apple doesn't expect
you to do. - Publisher.
The Fawcett Companion examines the history of Fawcett Comics, publisher of Captain
Marvel, The Marvel Family, Spy Smasher, Bulletman, Ibis the Invincible, and other timehonored comic book characters. Editor P. C. Hamerlinck has compiled this volume,
collecting the best material from the nearly 30-year history of the Fawcett Collectors of
America Newsletter. Presented here are interviews and features on C.C. Beck, Pete
Costanza, Marc Swayze, Will Lieberson, Otto Binder, Rod Reed, Ginny Provisiero, and
more, with behind-the-scenes looks at how the company operated from its 1940
beginnings until ceasing publication in 1953 in the wake of a legal battle with the
owners of Superman. Also included is an index of all Fawcett comics published, plus
rare and unpublished artwork by Beck, Swayze, Kurt Schaffenberger, Mac Raboy, Alex
Toth, George Evans, Alex Ross, & more!
If you've bought or sold items through eBay, or through hundreds of other online sites,
then you're familiar with PayPal, the online payment service. With PayPal, a valid email
address, and a credit card or bank account, you can easily send and receive payments
online. Not a bank or financial institution itself, PayPal describes its service as one that
builds on the financial infrastructure of bank accounts and credit cards, and using
advanced propriety fraud prevention systems, creates a safe, global, real-time payment
solution. Put simply, PayPal provides the means for people to conduct financial
transactions online, instantly and securely.But there's more to PayPal than meets the
eye. PayPal Hacks shows you how to make the most of PayPal to get the most out of
your online business or transactions. Authors Shannon Sofield of Payloadz.com and
PayPal evangelist David Nielsen guide you through the rigors of using and developing
with PayPal. Whether you're building an ecommerce site using PayPal as a transaction
provider, or simply trying to pay for an eBay auction without getting burned, PayPal
Hacks will give you the skinny on this leading global online payment service.The
collection of tips and tricks in PayPal Hacks shows you how to find or even build the
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right tools for using PayPal to buy and sell on eBay or as a transaction provider for
ecommerce on your own site. Written for all PayPal users, from those just starting out
to those developing sophisticated ecommerce sites, this book begins with the basics
such as setting up your account, then moves quickly into specific tips and tools for
buyers, sellers, and developers.With PayPal Hacks, you can: Learn extra steps to help
protect yourself while buying or selling on eBay Save time and money with advanced
tips and undocumented features Learn dozens of easy-to-follow procedures to help you
request and receive payments and fill orders Use PayPal to handle subscriptions,
affiliate systems, and donations Create and customize your customers' checkout
process Effortlessly integrate PayPal's shopping cart system into your own website
Implement digital fulfillment with Instant Payment Notification (IPN) and Payment Data
Transfer (PDT) Develop and distribute ecommerce applications with the PayPal API
Each hack consists of a task to be accomplished or a creative solution to a problem,
presented in a clear, logical, and task-oriented format. PayPal Hacks provides the tools
and details necessary to make PayPal more profitable, more flexible, and more
convenient.
The Giant Book of Hacks for MinecraftersA Giant Unofficial Guide Featuring Tips and
Tricks Other Guides Won't Teach YouSky Pony
Like the animal it's named for, Mac OS X Panther is beautiful, sleek, superbly efficient,
dangerously alluring, and all muscle under the surface. Beneath its appealing interface,
it's a hard-working machine. Those coming to Mac OS X from previous incarnations of
the operating system recognize much of the friendly face of the Macintosh they're used
to, but they're also plunged into a whole new world. Unix converts to Mac OS X find a
familiar FreeBSD-like operating system at the core and many of the command-line
applications that they're familiar with: it's like an open invitation to roll up their sleeves
and hack. Mac OS X Panther Hacks brings together the perfect combination of tips,
tricks, and tools to help serious Mac users--regardless of their background--get the
most from their machines. This revised collection reflects the real-world know how of
those well-steeped in Unix history and expertise, sharing their no-nonsense, sometimes
quick-and-dirty solutions to administering and taking full advantage of everything a Unix
desktop has to offer: Web, Mail, and FTP serving, security services, SSH, Perl and
shell scripting, compiling, configuring, scheduling, networking, and hacking. Add to that
the experience of die-hard Macintosh users, customizing and modifying their hardware
and software to meet their needs. The end result is cool stuff no power user should be
without. The hacks in the book range from the quick and easy to the more complex.
Each can be read easily in a few minutes, saving countless hours of searching for the
right answer. Mac OS X Panther Hacks provides direct, hands-on solutions in topics
such as: User Interface Accessories (iPod, USB devices, mobile phones, PDAs, etc.)
Wired and wireless networking (Ethernet, WiFi, Bluetooth, etc.) Email (servers and
clients) Web (servers and clients) Messaging (iChat and associated apps) Printing and
Faxing (sharing printers, fax server, etc.) Multimedia If you want more than your
average Mac user--you want to explore and experiment, unearth shortcuts, create
useful tools, and come up with fun things to try on your own--this book will set you on
the right track. Written for users who need to go beyond what's covered in conventional
manuals--Mac OS X Panther Hacks will bring your Mac to its full potential.
A collection of unusual projects for computer hardware geeks of all ages explains how
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to create such projects as a personal Lojack system, Web-enabled coffee machine,
cubicle intrusion detection systems, and a laptop battery extender.
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Collects over eight thousand quotations capturing American life and history, recording
the words of the famous and the lesser-known on topics ranging from politics and
places to entertainment and sports.
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The second book from one of the most gifted poets of this generation. Mr. Chandler has
kept on riding the giant wave of success with his delightful twist on New Age Poetry.
Readers especially loved the exquisite flow that oozes from his romantic rhymes. This
book goes great with romantic music so sit down, relax and let the elegant words from
each page soothe your body, mind, and soul into a satisfying bliss! As a special bonus,
this book includes Self Improvement hacks.
Windows 7 may be faster and more stable than Vista, but it's a far cry from problemfree. David A. Karp comes to the rescue with the latest in his popular Windows
Annoyances series. This thorough guide gives you the tools you need to fix the
troublesome parts of this operating system, plus the solutions, hacks, and timesaving
tips to make the most of your PC. Streamline Windows Explorer, improve the Search
tool, eliminate the Green Ribbon of Death, and tame User Account Control prompts
Explore powerful Registry tips and tools, and use them to customize every aspect of
Windows and solve its shortcomings Squeeze more performance from your hardware
with solutions for your hard disk, laptop battery, CPU, printers, and more Stop crashes,
deal with stubborn hardware and drivers, fix video playback issues, and troubleshoot
Windows when it won't start Protect your stuff with permissions, encryption, and
shadow copies Secure and speed up your wireless network, fix networking woes, make
Bluetooth functional, and improve your Web experience Get nearly all of the goodies in
7 Ultimate, no matter which edition you have "Blunt, honest, and awesome." --Aaron
Junod, Manager, Integration Systems at Evolution Benefits "This could be the best
[money] you've ever spent." --Jon Jacobi, PC World "To use Windows is to be annoyed
-- and this book is the best way to solve any annoyance you come across. It's the most
comprehensive and entertaining guide you can get for turning Windows into an
operating system that's a pleasure to use." --Preston Gralla, author of Windows Vista in
a Nutshell, and Computerworld contributing editor
?????????????,?????100???????????????“?????????????????”???????????????????
This book is unique in the way that it contains simple, yet effective hacks to be a real-life hero.
A blood/platelets/organ donor happens to be even more important than the treating doctor, as
no doctor can save patients with his skills and expertise alone who need blood, platelets,
organ, etc. The book is handy, yet adequately covers information that is worth knowing about
donations. Moreover, this book is an informative and thought-provoking book that will arouses
a sense of duty towards the society. No effort is spared to make this book easy to grasp and
perfect from all important aspects. Hemang Pajwani is an Instrumentation Engineer by
education, entrepreneur by Profession and by passion "A volunteer Platelet donor", a
Motivational Speaker for "donating Blood and platelets." Till the date of the publication of this
book (31/01/2021), he has donated Platelets 168 times and he is resolute to donate till he is
able to maintain good health or law of India permits. And now he is on a mission to make India
"the country of the Millions of Real-life heroes" by 2025 where there will be zero incident when
any operations/surgeries will be delayed due to unawareness of Healthcare Education and nonavailability of Blood/platelets.
Hit the road and experience the wonders of RVing with these useful tips and tricks to make RV
life easier, more organized, more efficient, and fun! Welcome to RV life! Whether you’re a firsttimer or an experienced RVer, these RV hacks are sure to make life on the road easier so you
can worry less and have more fun. From ingenious organizational hacks (like broom holders to
keep flashlights at the ready or suction cup shower organizers to corral kids’ activity supplies)
to ideas for repurposing plastic bottles to make a funnel or pancake batter mixer, RV Hacks
has everything you need to make your next cross-country caravanning adventure carefree.
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Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is a method of describing how a Web page should look in a
Web browser, but a growing number of browsers do not support CSS in the same way, forcing
developers to constantly play catch-up to keep their sites consistent Bestselling author Joe
Lowery eases the pain for those Web developers who aren't feeling the CSS love-he guides
readers through real-world workarounds that will help a CSS-based site look and work the way
it was meant to Readers will grit their teeth, clench their fists, and roll their eyes for the last
time once they learn how to craft fluid multi-column layouts, build interactive navigation, fix the
Box Model, implement CSS hacks in Dreamweaver, and more cool tricks
This guide shows fantasy baseball fanatics--and those who love the game--how to get data,
process it, and use it to truly understand baseball.
From New York Times bestselling author Ryan Winfield, a thrilling tale of friendship, betrayal,
and adventure. The final chapter... After leaving the Isle of Man, Aubrey and Jimmy return to
the Foundation to confront Hannah about her betrayal and to free the people of Holocene II
only to find themselves facing new and more difficult challenges in a world where nothing is as
it seems. Don't miss the epic conclusion you'll have to read yourself to believe. Destined to
become a classic, The Park Service trilogy will inspire and delight readers of all ages.
Provides information on getting the most of the tools and services found on Yahoo!

Traditional Chinese edition of Drive: The Surprising Truth About What Motivates
Us by Daniel Pink. Challenges the fact that humans are motivated by hope of
gain and loss of fear, citing examples that intrinsic motivation comes from the
opportunity to grow, to have some autonomy over the work that we do, and to
take part in something bigger than oneself.
Ingenious (and hilarious) projects that aspiring makers will love, brought to you
by the tinkerers at Popular Science magazine. From useful, doable gadgets to
outlandish contraptions that you’d likely be wise to avoid, this showcase of
ingenuity is an entertaining tribute to the inventive spirit. In this book from the
science and technology magazine that’s been inspiring everyday people for
nearly 150 years, you’ll discover: Geek Toys: Be the life of any party with rad
gaming hacks, amazing pyrotechnics, quirky DIY robots, wow-inducing
projectiles, and lots of ways to make beer even better. Home Improvements:
Pimp out your pad with a laser-security system, an improvised sous-vide cooker,
and a life-sized cardboard display of anyone you want. Gadget Upgrades: Want
to stash a flash drive in an old cassette? Use a DIY stylus on a touchscreen?
Improvise a fisheye lens for your camera? With this book, you can. Things That
Go: Give your motorbike a Tron vibe, deck out your car with an action-figure
hood ornament, and keep gadgets charged on the go with a solar-powered
backpack. …and much more!
Millions of users create and share Excel spreadsheets every day, but few go
deeply enough to learn the techniques that will make their work much easier.
There are many ways to take advantage of Excel's advanced capabilities without
spending hours on advanced study. Excel Hacks provides more than 130 hacks
-- clever tools, tips and techniques -- that will leapfrog your work beyond the
ordinary. Now expanded to include Excel 2007, this resourceful, roll-up-yoursleeves guide gives you little known "backdoor" tricks for several Excel versions
using different platforms and external applications. Think of this book as a
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toolbox. When a need arises or a problem occurs, you can simply use the right
tool for the job. Hacks are grouped into chapters so you can find what you need
quickly, including ways to: Reduce workbook and worksheet frustration -manage how users interact with worksheets, find and highlight information, and
deal with debris and corruption. Analyze and manage data -- extend and
automate these features, moving beyond the limited tasks they were designed to
perform. Hack names -- learn not only how to name cells and ranges, but also
how to create names that adapt to the data in your spreadsheet. Get the most out
of PivotTables -- avoid the problems that make them frustrating and learn how to
extend them. Create customized charts -- tweak and combine Excel's built-in
charting capabilities. Hack formulas and functions -- subjects range from moving
formulas around to dealing with datatype issues to improving recalculation time.
Make the most of macros -- including ways to manage them and use them to
extend other features. Use the enhanced capabilities of Microsoft Office 2007 to
combine Excel with Word, Access, and Outlook. You can either browse through
the book or read it from cover to cover, studying the procedures and scripts to
learn more about Excel. However you use it, Excel Hacks will help you increase
productivity and give you hours of "hacking" enjoyment along the way.
Traditional Chinese Edition of [Sandworm: A New Era of Cyberwar and the Hunt
for the Kremlin's Most Dangerous Hackers]
??·????121-180??????????????????“????”???·?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????
A multicultural collection of traditional tales from Europe, Asia, Australia, and
North and South America.
One of the simple hacks shared in this book helped the author move from a
$22,000 a year job to a $65,000 a year job in one month. Just one hack was
worth $43,000! While such results are not typical or guaranteed, one of these
hacks may be just what you need to kick start, boost, salvage or secure your
career. Employment has turned into a high-speed roller coaster ride for
employees over the last couple of years. And job automation is snatching away
their safety restraints midway exposing them to the real threat of a dangerous
plunge. Employees have to throw away the old rulebook and instead hack their
way to success and security in a lopsided battle for jobs against intelligent
machines in what is predicted to be an unprecedentedly competitive future. Over
2100 years of collective experiences of employees around the world are bundled
into this comprehensive yet practical hack book! This indispensable book arms
you with powerful hacks that you can apply to: Gain clarity on the fundamental
reasons why you work or want a job Find your first or next dream job by
confidently clearing interviews Transform your current job into a dream job by
bridging the gap Become the master key that can unlock any type of Boss
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Recognize what your organization really expects from its employees Gain insight
into what happens behind the scenes in management Determine if it’s time to
consider a job or career change Ace your performance appraisals to receive the
highest rating Get elevated to higher positions quickly Obtain the maximum hike
percentages and bonuses Salvage and boost a stagnating career Minimize your
chances of being fired or laid off Bounce back quickly from a job loss situation
Adopt the right strategy to ride the job automation wave Minimize stress and
achieve a better work-personal life balance Deal with a mid-life or mid-career
crisis “If an employee will read only one book in an entire lifetime, it has to be this
one!”
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